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Abstract—This paper presents a programmable, energyefficient and real-time object detection hardware accelerator for
low power and high throughput applications using deformable
parts models, with 2× higher detection accuracy than traditional
rigid body models. Three methods are used to address the
high computational complexity of 8 deformable parts detection:
classification pruning for 33× fewer part classification, vector
quantization for 15× memory size reduction, and feature basis
projection for 2× reduction in the cost of each classification.
The chip was fabricated in a 65nm CMOS technology, and
can process full high definition 1920×1080 videos at 60fps
without any off-chip storage. The chip has two programmable
classification engines for multi-object detection. At 30fps, the
chip consumes only 58.6mW (0.94 nJ/pixel, 1168 GOPS/W). At a
higher throughput of 60fps, the classification engines can be time
multiplexed to detect even more than two object classes. This
proposed accelerator enables object detection to be as energyefficient as video compression, which is found in most cameras
today.
Keywords—Deformable parts, object detection, basis projection,
pruning.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Object detection is one of the fundamental technologies
for intelligent vision applications such as Advanced Driver
Assistant Systems (ADAS), autonomous control in Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAV), mobile robot vision, surveillance systems and portable devices [1]–[5]. These applications and
others require real-time processing and low power consumption. Real-time processing with high frame rates is essential
in ADAS and UAVs, where the detection has to be fast
enough to allow sufficient time for any course correction.
For robustness, multi-scale detection is important to detect
objects with different sizes and/or distances from the camera
(an object's height is inversely proportional to its distance from
the camera [6]). Processing high resolution images, such as full
high definition (HD) 1920×1080, is required in order to have
enough pixels for early detection of far and small objects.
The high computational complexity of object detection algorithms necessitates high throughput hardware implementations
to enable real-time processing with low energy consumption [7]–[14]. In both UAV and portable devices, low energy
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Fig. 1. General object detection approach with a sliding window over an
image pyramid for multi-scale detection.

consumption is important because the available energy is
limited by the battery whose weight and size must be kept
to a minimum [15]. Additionally, heat dissipation is a crucial
factor for ADAS applications [16].
Many image-based object detection algorithms have been
developed [17]–[21]. Fig. 1 shows one of the conventional
approaches which consists mainly of two processes: localization and classification. In localization, a sliding window scans
an image at all positions to find the object. For multi-scale
detection, the window scans an image pyramid (multiple downscaled versions of the image). Multi-scale detection increases
the required computation as the image pyramid leads to data
expansion, which can be a 100× increase in the number of
pixels for a full HD image [10]. In classification, a pre-trained
model that captures the characteristics of the target object is
used at each sliding window position to label it as a true or a
false object.
For robustness, the classification models are trained on
features rather than pixels. Histogram of Oriented Gradients
(HOG) features, which look at the distribution of edges, are a
widely accepted image feature [19]. HOG features provide a
favorable trade-off between detection accuracy and complexity
compared to alternative richer features [9], [22]. The deformable parts models (DPM) algorithm [20], which is based
on HOG features, has demonstrated high detection accuracy.
DPM doubles the detection accuracy compared to rigid object
detection because of the relatively larger and more flexible
models [10]. Lately, convolutional neural networks (CNN)
have been widely used in large scale classification systems.
Their superior performance comes from their ability to learn
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features with millions of trained parameters [21]. While recent
work shows a CNN accelerator that processes 227×227 pixels
images in real-time [8], the energy consumption is in the order
of hundreds of nJ/pixel. This is much higher than the typical 1
nJ/pixel consumed by multimedia accelerators, such as video
decoders [23], in embedded systems.
This work presents an object detection hardware accelerator using the DPM algorithm. The hardware supports
multi-scale detection by generating and processing a 12level image pyramid per frame. Two programmable object
classification engines are used to detect two different object
classes simultaneously. Three methods are used to address the
high computational complexity: classification pruning for 33×
fewer classifications, vector quantization for 15× memory size
reduction, and feature basis projection for 2× reduction in the
cost of each classification. As a result, the proposed accelerator
achieves multi-object detection for full HD 1920×1080 videos
at 30fps with less than 1 nJ/pixel energy consumption. The
accelerator was tested for speeds up to 60fps.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II describes the DPM algorithm in detail. Then, Section III
explains the system architecture of the proposed accelerator
with a detailed description of the main building blocks. The
chip implementation and evaluation results follow in Section
IV. Finally, Section V summarizes the paper.
II.

D EFORMABLE PARTS MODELS (DPM)

DPM is a mature and a stable object detection algorithm.
While other detection methods are more accurate, DPM and
its variants still achieve relatively high detection accuracy
in important applications such as pedestrian detection [24].
The main characteristic of this model is its flexibility in
detecting deformed objects by having three filters: root, parts
and deformation. DPM detection uses HOG features, which
are robust against illumination and local shape changes [19].
There are different versions of DPM with different number of
parts filters. In this work, we use DPM v5 [25], which detects
8 parts per object. Detection with DPM is described in the
following four steps as shown in Fig. 2(a):
• HOG features generation: Features are extracted from
the input image. For DPM detection, features are extracted at twice the input image resolution, because root
and parts filters are processed on different resolutions.
• Root classification: The root filter is a pre-trained
support vector machine (SVM) [26], which captures the
characteristics of the object as a whole as shown in the
DPM template in Fig. 2(b). Root classification is the
result of a convolution (i.e., dot product) between the
root SVM filter and the sliding detection window over
the feature pyramid. The output of this process is called
root score, representing the similarity between the image
features and the root filter.
• Parts classification: The parts filters are pre-trained
SVMs as well, defining several smaller and localized
parts of the object as shown in the DPM template
in Fig. 2(b). Parts classification is similar to the root
classification, but parts convolution is carried out at a
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pyramid level with twice the resolution of that used for
the root filter. This allows detecting fine-grained details
of the object. The output of this process is called parts
scores, representing the similarity between the image
features and the parts filters.
• Deformation: DPM enables positional variation of the
parts relative to their optimum positions (anchors). The
scores of the parts are penalized with deformation costs
defined in the deformation filter as shown in the DPM
template in Fig. 2(b). The deformation cost is a function
in the part displacement from its anchor (dx and dy ),
where a1 , a2 , b1 and b2 are pre-trained parameters.
To summarize, the final DPM score of each detection window is the result of adding the root score and the corresponding
8 maximum deformed parts scores as shown in the following
equation:
DPM score(x, y) = RS(x, y)
8 
X

+
max PSi (x, y, dx, dy) − DCi (dx, dy)
i=1

dx,dy

(1)

Where RS, PS and DC stand for root score, part score and
deformation cost, respectively.
A. DPM complexity
Although DPM provides higher detection accuracy than
rigid body approaches, its high computational cost is a bottleneck for practical applications. Several studies have investigated speeding-up DPM detection. A software-based DPM
object detector, described in [27], enables processing 500×500
images at 30fps, but requires a fully loaded Intel Xeon 6core processor and 32GB of memory. A GPU (Nvidia GeForce
GTX TITAN Black GPU with 2,880 cores processes) is used
in [28] to accelerate the DPM detection for real-time processing for QVGA 320x240 images; however, the throughput drops
for larger resolutions (e.g., 1280x960 at 1.5 fps). These CPUs
and GPUs are not suitable for embedded applications because
of their high power consumption.
Enabling deformable parts detection doubles the detection
accuracy by removing false positives and accurately detecting
objects as shown in 2(c). However, this comes at the cost
of 35× more computation compared to rigid object detection [10]. This overhead comes from four main factors: 3×
larger model size with the parts filters, 4× larger image
pyramid size to support parts classification at twice the image
resolution relative to the root classification, 1.5× increase
due to the deformation computation, and finally 2× increase
due to the fact that two DPM models are used (original and
flipped version). Our proposed algorithmic and architectural
optimizations are carried out to minimize this computational
cost while maintaining a reasonable detection accuracy.
III.

DPM OBJECT DETECTION HARDWARE
ARCHITECTURE

A. Overall Architecture
Fig. 3 shows the overall architecture of the proposed DPM
object detection hardware accelerator. It consists of three main
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Fig. 2. (a) The pipeline of pedestrian detection with DPM including HOG features generation, root and parts classification and deformation. The figure is
inspired by [20]. (b) DPM template for pedestrian detection with root, parts and deformation filters. (c) Pedestrian detection example with and without parts.
Parts detection removes false positives and enhances the detection accuracy.

units: feature pyramid generation (FPG), feature storage (FS)
and SVM classification engines (CE). All units process data
on-the-fly, which means all computations are carried out as
soon as the data is available such that the input data does
not need to be stored. This minimizes the required on-chip
memory. The proposed detector hardware accelerator is a
standalone unit that takes an input image and outputs the
detection results. With the optimizations described in this
paper, no external storage is required (e.g., DRAM), which
lowers the system level power consumption.
The full HD 1920×1080 input frame is read in a row raster
scan order with a throughput of 1 pixel/cycle. The FPG unit
processes the pixels and generates a 12-level HOG feature
pyramid output (4 octaves, 3 levels/octave). The pyramid size
is selected based on favorable trade-off between the computation cost and the detection accuracy. The pyramid contains
87K features vectors, which is 2.7× more vectors compared
to a typical full HD frame. The pyramid size, along with the
DPM filter height, define the minimum and the maximum
object distances from the camera where it can be detected.
Fig. 4 shows an example for a specific camera [29] using the
proposed architecture.
The feature pyramid is passed to the FS and the two CEs.
The FS unit contains line buffers that store HOG features to

avoid re-computation (details in Section III-C). The accelerator
contains two programmable SVM CEs to support multi-object
class detection. The maximum DPM filter size is 128×128
pixels. This large size gives the flexibility to detect different
object classes with different aspect ratios. Inside each CE,
root classification and 8 parts classification units process the
incoming feature pyramid on-the-fly (i.e., no input data needs
to be stored on-chip). Finally, deformation unit penalizes the
scores of the parts and finds the maximum value. A coarseto-fine search approach is used for 2.2× speedup in finding
the maximum deformed parts score in a 5×5 search window.
Each SVM CE outputs the location and the size of the detection windows with DPM scores larger than a programmable
threshold. In the following sections, a detailed description of
the main building blocks is presented.
B. Feature Pyramid Generation (FPG)
HOG features are calculated by dividing the image into nonoverlapping 8×8 pixels patches called cells. A histogram of
edge orientations is calculated for each cell, and normalized
with respect to the surrounding cells [19]. Fig. 5(a) shows the
conventional approach to generate the HOG feature pyramid,
where the image pyramid is generated first from the input
image using bilinear interpolation, and then histograms of
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Overall architecture of the proposed DPM object detection hardware accelerator.

Fig. 4. An example of the maximum and the minimum detectable distances
for pedestrian detection with a specific camera parameters [29] using the
proposed architecture.

fixed size cells are generated [9]. In this work, the image
pyramid is skipped to eliminate the bilinear interpolation, and
histograms of different cell sizes are generated directly from
the input image as shown in Fig. 5(b). The 12 cell sizes are
8×8, 10×10, 13×13, 16×16, 20×20, 26×26, 32×32, 40×40,
52×52, 64×64, 80×80 and 104×104. The ratio between each
cell size and the original 8×8 pixels cell defines the scaling
factor of the corresponding pyramid level.
The FPG unit architecture is shown in Fig. 6. Each input
pixel is processed by 12 parallel low pass and gradient filters,
which calculate edge angles and magnitudes. The low pass
filters prevent aliasing by removing high frequencies in the
input image. The cut-off frequency of each filter is proportional
to the scaling factor of the corresponding pyramid level.
Since the input pixels are coming in row raster scan order,
partial histograms are calculated on-the-fly for all the cells
that contain the input pixel. The resulting partial histograms
of different pyramid levels are available at different times,
which is a function of the corresponding cell size. Finally, three
parallel engines that compute the histogram and normalization
are time-shared to balance the workload and maximize the
throughput. HOG features generation is synchronized between

Fig. 5. Generating HOG feature pyramid by (a) generating image pyramid
first then calculating 8×8 pixels cells histograms, or (b) calculating histograms
of different cell sizes corresponding to each pyramid level.

different pyramid levels.
The proposed architecture can process input images at 1
pixel/cycle throughput. Eliminating the bilinear interpolation
reduces the FPG area by 29.5% and achieves 20.3% power
reduction. Additionally, several line buffers are removed but
the overall memory size is reduced by only 6.3% because of
an increase in the line buffers in the histogram engines.
C. Classification Pruning
With the 87K HOG features generated per full HD frame,
on-the-fly root classification is used for minimal on-chip stor-
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The FPG unit architecture with multi cell size histogram.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 7.

DPM detection with classification pruning.

age similar to [9], where partial dot products are accumulated
in SRAMs. Using the same approach with parts requires large
accumulation SRAMs (more than 800KB), which is undesirable. Fortunately, most of the parts classification process can be
skipped without affecting the detection accuracy. Specifically,
pyramid regions that give very low root scores are almost
guaranteed not to generate high DPM scores after adding the
deformed parts scores. This is exploited by the accelerator
to reduce both computation and memory required for parts
classification.
Cascaded classifiers were used in [30] to prune and speed
up the classification process; however, a simpler approach is
used in the proposed accelerator. Fig. 7 shows the classification
pruning algorithm. A pruning threshold is set to discard most
of the feature pyramid based on the root scores. Since the
root classification is not accurate, the pruning threshold has to
be low enough to make sure that true objects are kept along
with some false positives. The threshold is programmable
for different scenes and objects. Parts classification processes
the candidate regions only and filters out the false positives.
Increasing the pruning threshold (i.e., discarding more regions
of the feature pyramid) reduces the required computation in
the proceeding units. The proposed architecture is designed to
achieve real-time processing with a minimum pruning level
of 80%. Fig. 7 shows that an aggressive 97% pruning can be
used without much degradation in the detection accuracy. At
this high pruning level, a 33× less parts classification is carried
out, which results in a 10× classification power reduction.
With pruning, the parts classification waits for the root
scores to decide whether to process a region or not as shown

HOG features streaming example for features re-use support.

in Fig. 7. This means that the root and parts classifications
can no longer run in parallel on the same HOG features. As a
result, feature storage (FS) is required to enable HOG features
re-use and avoid re-computation. Fig. 8 shows an example of
the timing of HOG features streaming in a row raster scan
order in two pyramid levels (FR and FP ) that the root and parts
classifications are processing. As described in Section III-B,
HOG features are always in sync between pyramid levels. After
the last HOG feature arrives in the root detection window
represented by the red box, the root score will be ready and
parts classification of this box can start, assuming that this
window is not pruned. The required HOG features for parts
classification is shown in the red box in FP , which is twice
the height and twice the width of the red box in FR . Since
the accelerator supports a maximum DPM filter height of 128
pixels (i.e., maximum root detection window height h = 128/8
= 16 cells), the FS line buffers have to store twice this height to
support parts classification. Hence, 32 rows of HOG features
in all the pyramid levels that the parts classification process
are stored in the FS line buffers. A memory size of 572KB
is required to store the features for a full HD frame with 12
pyramid levels. To reduce the memory size, vector quantization
is used.
D. Vector quantization (VQ)
The VQ technique was used in a DPM implementation on
CPU in [31] to speed up the classification by replacing it with
lock up tables. In this work, VQ is used instead as an approach
to reduce the on-chip memory requirements. Fig. 9 shows a
simple visualization of VQ using K-means clustering in 2D space. The whole space is divided into 8 clusters (L0 to
L7 ), each has a centroid (the black X’s, C0 to C7 ). VQ is
done by representing all the red dots within a cluster by its
corresponding centroid. Fig. 9 shows a 2-D example where 64
red dots are represented by 8 centroids after quantization. This
means that a 3-bit number, to identify which centroid, can be
used rather than a 6-bit number, to identify which dot.
In the proposed architecture, the HOG features space has
13 dimensions. 256 clusters and their corresponding centroids
(C0 to C255 ) are learned offline from a large number of HOG
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Visualization of K-means clustering in 2-D space.

features. The selection of the number of clusters is a trade-off
between the size of HOG features storage and the quantization
error which affects the overall detection accuracy. Fig. 10
shows the architecture of the VQ unit. The input HOG features
are compared to the 256 centroids and the nearest one is
selected. Parallelism is required to process the 2.6 million
HOG features generated per second by the FPG to support
full HD video at 30fps. Three VQ engines are used to process
three HOG features in parallel (f1 , f2 and f3 ). In each engine,
8 parallel K-means are carried out with each group of 32
centroids separately. Sum of squared difference (SSD) is used
to calculate the distances between the centroids and the input
HOG features, and the centroid with the minimum distance is
selected. A final K-means selects the nearest centroid out of
the eight groups using the pre-computed distances, resulting
in the output three quantized features (Qf1 , Qf2 and Qf3 ).
The 256 centroids are stored in the VQ centroids memory
which is shared between the three VQ engines to reduce
bandwidth. In this architecture, with the required bandwidth
and size, centroids are stored in a register file which has
22% smaller area and 52% less power consumption compared
to SRAM. Power saving comes from the fact that centroids
memory can be considered a read-only memory; it is only
loaded during start-up. During the VQ process, the centroids
are only read from the register file and the registers’ clock
is always gated. The only switching happening is the address
decoding to select a centroid.
A single HOG feature is compressed from 143-bit to 8-bit,
which represents one of the 256 centroids. The parallelism in
this architecture delivers a 22× increase in throughput at the
cost of only 2× increase in the VQ unit area, mainly because
of the sharing of the centroids memory. Overall, VQ enables
more than 15× memory size and bandwidth reduction in the
FS memories from 572KB to 32KB, making it suitable to
be implemented on-chip. A 10× power reduction is achieved
compared to storing the HOG features off-chip in a DRAM.
Quantized features are used in the parts classification only
to minimize the detection accuracy losses due to quantization
error.
E. Feature Basis Projection
For the supported 12-level HOG feature pyramid, more
than 250 million multiplications are carried out per full HD
frame in the classification process. To reduce the cost of the
classification, the features are projected into a new sparse

Fig. 10.

Vector quantization parallel architecture.

space, hence multiplications with zeros can be skipped. Fig. 11
shows the learning process to design the new sparse space and
calculate the corresponding basis vectors (S). Starting from the
trained DPM filters weights of different object classes, the 13D weights per cell are concatenated in a big matrix (W). The
optimization problem shown in Fig. 11 is solved to find the
basis vectors (S) such that the error between (W) and (Sα) is
minimized, where (α) is the projected sparse weights. The
optimization is solved with a constraint on sparsity, where
at most 6 out of the 13 new weights per cell are non-zero.
This guarantees more than 50% sparsity in the projected filters
weights.
Fig. 11 shows also the resulting sparsity after solving the
aforementioned optimization problem. The histograms of the
SVM filters weights show an increase in the percentage of
zeros from 7% to 56% after projection. Mathematically, the
classification dot product between HOG features (H) and SVM
filters weights (W) is mapped to a new dot product between the
projected features (P) and the projected weights (α). Hence,
HOG features have to be projected to the new space using the
basis vectors (S).
Fig. 12 shows the architecture of the feature basis projection
unit along with the root classification in the new sparse space.
The projection is carried out only once per HOG features, and
the resulting projected features are used by the classification to
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Learning the feature projection basis and the resulting sparsity.

perform many dot products with all the SVM weights (i.e., an
average of 100 dot products per a single HOG feature). A dot
product between the input 13-D HOG features (H) and each
one of the 13 basis vectors (S0 to S12 ) results in the projected
features (P), which are 13-D vectors as well.
While the new space is guaranteed to be sparse, the zeros
positions in the projected weights (α) with respect to the
projected features (P) is not fixed. Accordingly, zero weights
are not stored in the SVM weights memory, but a 13-bit flag is
stored to indicate the zero positions. The required storage per
SVM weights cell is reduced from 65-bit to 43-bit, resulting
in a 34% reduction in the SVM weights memory size and
bandwidth. The root classification unit consists of 4 parallel
engines performing selected MACs. In each engine, a crossbar
routes the input 13-D projected features (P) into the multipliers
guided by the 13-bit flag. Only 6 multipliers are used because
of the guaranteed sparsity designed by the basis projection.
Partial scores are accumulated in two steps, a register file
and a scores SRAM, to reduce the SRAM bandwidth. The
feature basis projection results in only 0.4% area overhead.
The classification in the new sparse space reduces number of
multiplications by 2× and reduces the overall classification
power by 43%.
IV.

I MPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

A. Chip Implementation Results
Fig. 13 shows the die photo of the proposed DPM object detection hardware accelerator with area and power breakdowns.
FPG takes about one third of the chip area, while the proposed
optimizations result in small CE, which each are less than one
quarter of the chip. The logic power consumes 57% of the
overall chip power while SRAM power consumes 21%. This
logic power includes all the registers, some of which are used
to replace SRAMs as discussed earlier. Due to these memory
registers, the clock tree consumes 20% of the total power.
Table I summarized the chip specifications. The proposed
accelerator is implemented in a 65nm CMOS technology
with 3.28 million NAND2 equivalent logic gate count and
280.1KB SRAM. The chip has a measured throughput of full

TABLE I.

C HIP SPECIFICATIONS .

HD 1920×1080 videos at 30fps at 0.77V while consuming
58.6mW, resulting in a peak performance of 1168 GOPS/W
and an energy efficiency of 0.94nJ/pixel. Fig. 14 shows the
throughput and energy/pixel versus the supply voltage. The
chip can operate at a throughput of 60fps at 1.11V. At 60fps,
the two classification engines can be time multiplexed to detect
even more than two object classes in real-time. From the
system point of view, our optimizations minimize the external
DRAM bandwidth (BW) down to only 59.6 MB/s to 119.2
MB/s for a throughput of 30fps to 60fps respectively. This BW
is just used to read the input pixel stream once and no other
external storage is required throughout the pipeline, which
reduces the overall system energy consumption.
Fig. 15 shows the scalability of the proposed architecture
at 30fps and 0.77V. The two detectors, and the deformable
parts detection for each detector, can be switched on or off
for power savings based on the application. This scalability is
controlled by four external inputs that directly gate the clock
at the unit-level. Although the clock tree gating is left to the
synthesis tool, this unit-level logic is manually instantiated
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Feature basis projection architecture and root classification in the new sparse space.

Fig. 14.

Energy and throughput versus supply voltage.

classification (root and parts), which consumes only 15% of
the overall power of a single detector. HOG features generation
and feature storage are shared between detectors, so enabling
the second detector increases the power consumption by only
19%.
Fig. 13.

Chip die photo and breakdowns at 30fps and 0.77V.

during the design to turn off the clock at the input of each
unit. The unit-level clock gating ensures that no unnecessary
switching is happening inside the clock tree of the units that
are not used. Our optimizations result in a lightweight DPM

B. Evaluation Results
To validate the fabricated chip, a demonstration system is
developed for real-time object detection as shown in Fig. 16.
It is composed of the chip board, a Xilinx FPGA VC707
development board, a video camera [29] and an LCD display.
All the vision processing is done on-chip, and the FPGA board
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in [27] are equal. The error in mean AP of the proposed
accelerator can be potentially reduced by re-training the parts
and deformation filters with the vector quantized features.

Fig. 15.

Chip power scalability at 30fps and 0.77V supply voltage.

is only used for interfacing and configuring the chip. At startup, all programmable parameters are loaded onto the chip in
less than 1ms; this is the programming overhead when time
multiplexing a single detector to detect more object classes.
As shown in the system block diagram in Fig. 16, an arbiter
controls the DRAM access between the chip, the camera and
the display. Pixels from the camera are buffered in the DRAM,
and the system can also process fixed pre-loaded frames in the
DRAM. The FPGA reads the chip detection output, performs
non-maximal suppression to remove overlapping detection
boxes, draws the detection boxes on the pixels stream and
shows the results on the display through an HDMI interface.
Fig. 17 shows examples of the chip detection results for
both modes: live camera feed and fixed frames. DPM filters
are trained offline using [25]. In the first row of Fig. 17, the
chip is programmed to detect pedestrians in a live video feed.
Fig. 17(a) and (c) show the detection robustness with side
view and object deformation. In the second row of Fig. 17,
the chip is programmed to detect pedestrians and cars in fixed
frames. Results show the ability of the chip to detect multiobject classes and multiple instances of the object at different
sizes and scales. Fig. 17(f) shows an example of detecting
occluded objects (the yellow cab in the center).
The detection accuracy of the proposed architecture is measured on PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset [32], which is a widely
used image dataset containing 20 different object classes in
9,963 images. Table II compares our architecture with two
CPU implementations1 : the original DPM V5 [25] and the
accelerated version in [27]. Both software implementations
use a 6-core Intel Xeon processors with 32GB of memory.
Note that the VOC2007 dataset maximum image size is only
500×500. To compare with these other works, our accelerator
can made to support the resolution of the VOC dataset images
by stitching 4 images into one full HD frame; as a result, the
effective frame rate of the proposed accelerator increases by
4× to 240fps for the images in the VOC dataset. The detection
accuracy difference changes from one class to the other, but the
mean AP numbers compared to the fast DPM implementation
1 Object detection accuracy is measure by Average Precision (AP), where
higher AP means better detection accuracy.

C. Performance Comparison
Table III shows a comparison with a HOG-based object
detection accelerator. Both accelerators process full HD videos
at 30fps in real-time. The architecture in [11] has two classification engines similar to this work, but it does not have
on-chip pyramid generation to support multi-scale and does
not detect deformable parts. The two classifiers in [11] can
be used to detect two different object classes at a single
scale, or support multi-scale detection by processing a 5level pyramid generated and packed off-chip into two full
HD frames. Our proposed architecture supports multi-scale
generation and detection on-chip and detects deformable parts,
which both increase the detection accuracy and robustness,
while consuming 30% less energy/pixel compared to [11].
Table IV shows a comparison between the proposed architecture and our software implementation of the same DPM
detection algorithm mapped on ODROID-XU3 board, which
is an embedded platform designed for low power consumption.
This board is powered by the Samsung Exynos5422 embedded
processor and 2GB of memory. The processor uses ARM
big.LITTLE technology with Cortex-A15 high performance
quad-core and Cortex-A7 low power quad-core. The software
implementation uses Halide [33] and OpenMP to achieve a
10× throughput increase. All numbers are measured on full
HD frames. Table IV shows that a maximum throughput of
0.24fps can be achieved on ODROID-XU3 board when using
the Cortex-A16 four cores. Lower energy can be achieved by
using the low power Cortex-A7 four cores which are 2.4×
slower, but achieve almost 4× lower energy consumption. The
proposed ASIC architecture consumes 3 orders of magnitude
less energy than the Exynos embedded processor.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a programmable, energy-efficient
and real-time object detection hardware accelerator using deformable parts models for low power and high throughput applications. Detecting deformable parts enables 2× the detection
accuracy of traditional rigid body models with 35× increase in
the required computation. To overcome this large overhead, we
propose classification pruning, vector quantization and feature
basis projection to achieve real-time processing at low energy
consumption. The chip is implemented in a 65nm CMOS
technology, and can process full HD 1920×1080 videos at
30fps while consuming only 58.6mW, resulting in an energy
efficiency of 0.94 nJ/pixel and a peak performance of 1168
GOPS/W. The chip has a measured maximum throughput
of 60fps at 1.11V with an energy of 1.74 nJ/pixel. The
optimizations achieve an overall 5× power reduction and 3.6×
smaller memory size. With the reported energy numbers of less
than 1 nJ/pixel, this accelerator enables object detection to be
as energy-efficient as video compression. This is an important
step towards making computer vision as ubiquitous as video
compression, which is found in most cameras today.
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Fig. 16.

Demonstration system.

Fig. 17.

Chip detection results examples. (a,b,c) Live camera feed input. (d,e,f) Fixed frames pre-loaded to DRAM.
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